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Abstract: ESA’s Earth explorer mission CryoSat-2 has an ice-monitoring objective, but it has proven
to also be a valuable source of observations for measuring impacts of climate change over oceans.
In this paper, we report on our long-term ocean data analysis and validation and give our final
words on CryoSat-2’s Geophysical Ocean Products (GOP) Baseline-C. The validation is based on
a cross comparison with concurrent altimetry and with in situ tide gauges. The highlights of our
findings include GOP Baseline-C showing issues with the ionosphere and pole tide correction. The
latter gives rise to an east–west pattern in range bias. Between Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and
Low-Resolution Mode (LRM), a 1.4 cm jump in range bias is explained by a 0.5 cm jump in sea state
bias, which relates to a significant wave height SAR-LRM jump of 10.5 cm. The remaining 0.9 cm is
due to a range bias between ascending and descending passes, exhibiting a clear north–south pattern
and ascribed to a timing bias of +0.367 ms, affecting both time-tag and elevation. The overall range
bias of GOP Baseline-C is established at −2.9 cm, referenced to all calibrated concurrent altimeter
missions. The bias drift does not exceed 0.2 mm/yr, leading to the conclusion that GOP Baseline-C is
substantially stable and measures up to the altimeter reference missions. This is confirmed by tide
gauge comparison with a selected set of 309 PSMSL tide gauges over 2010–2022: we determined
a correlation of R = 0.82, a mean standard deviation of σ = 5.7 cm (common reference and GIA
corrected), and a drift of 0.17 mm/yr. In conclusion, the quality, continuity, and reference of GOP
Baseline-C is exceptionally good and stable over time, and no proof of any deterioration or platform
aging has been found. Any improvements for the next CryoSat-2 Baselines could come from sea state
bias optimization, ionosphere and pole tide correction improvement, and applying a calibrated value
for any timing biases.

Keywords: altimetry; CAL/VAL; bias; CryoSat-2; GOP Baseline-C; cross-over and tide gauge analyses

1. Introduction

The ESA’s Earth Explorer CryoSat mission is primarily dedicated to precise measure-
ment of changes in the thickness of marine ice floating on the polar oceans and variations in
the thickness of the vast ice sheets that overlie Greenland and Antarctica. With the effects of
a fast-changing climate becoming apparent, particularly in polar regions, it is increasingly
important to understand exactly how Earth’s ice fields are responding. Going beyond its ice-
monitoring objective, CryoSat-2 has proven to also be a valuable source of observations for
measuring dramatic impacts of climate change over oceans [1–6]. The satellite’s instrument,
the SAR Interferometric Radar Altimeter (SIRAL) [7], measures high-resolution geophysical
parameters such as sea level, wave height, and wind speed from open oceans to coasts.
It has been doing so since April 2010 with unprecedented accuracy and precision [8,9]
in either pulse-limited Low-Resolution Mode (LRM), high-resolution Synthetic Aperture
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Radar (SAR) mode, or SIN (SAR Interferometric) mode [10]. To guarantee optimal data
quality, the CryoSat-2 data are operationally processed and analyzed by ESA over both
ocean and ice surfaces, with two independent processing chains following two different
processing baselines [4,11]. To enable their full scientific and operational exploitation, the
CryoSat-2 products continuously evolve and need to be quality controlled and thoroughly
calibrated and validated via science-oriented diagnostics based on multiplatform in situ
data, models, and other satellite missions. In this context, the objective of our ocean data
analysis and validation research is the long-term monitoring of the CryoSat-2 Level-2 Geo-
physical Ocean Products (GOP) by evaluating the stability of the measurement system and
identifying potential biases and their patterns and drifts over oceans through calibration
and comparisons with concurrent altimeter data, as well as independently addressing this
by comparing the GOP geophysical parameters with external models and in situ measure-
ments. We performed this for CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-B [12] and, in this paper, present our
complete analysis and final words on GOP Baseline-C. The ultimate goal is to obtain the best-
performing and most reliable ocean data product for CryoSat, and with the advent of GOP
Baseline-D (https://presentations.copernicus.org/EGU21/EGU21-212_presentation.pdf,
accessed on 1 September 2023) , we will persistently monitor these biases in time, enabling
us to provide insight on drifts that might come from malfunctioning corrections or ground
processing, instrument anomalies, or instrument aging. It is important that we assess the
data’s usefulness for the long-term monitoring of changes in sea level and ice volume and
for the data to be considered an essential climate variable or ECV [13] and to meet the
requirements as defined in ESA’s sea level climate change initiative (CCI) [14–16]. Our
validation efforts can subsequently be combined with the absolute calibration of satel-
lite altimeters over permanent in situ calibration facilities, as in Gavdos and Crete [17],
Svalbard [18], and Corsica [19], as well as with results from the CryoSat-2 platform roll
calibration [20] and from comparison with ICESAT-2 satellite laser altimetry [21].

In this paper, we report our complete long-term ocean data analysis and final words
on CryoSat-2 GOP Level-2 1Hz Baseline-C data, which is available from ESA’s ftp site
ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int, which spans over 12 years’ worth of valuable sea surface
data. Section 2 introduces these data, together with the data from concurrent reference
altimeter missions like Jason-2, Jason-3, and Sentinel-6A, as well as other satellites like
SARAL and Sentinel-3A and 3B. It also discusses our methods for cross-calibration and
details our analyses of the corrections needed to arrive at the so-called sea level anomaly
(SLA). This section also introduces the chosen tide gauge set from the Permanent Service
for Mean Sea Level PSMSL for the in situ calibration of the GOP altimetry and discusses
how the tide gauge data and altimeter data are treated and processed. Finally, we give
some advice to the interested user on how to best handle the GOP Baseline-C data. Next,
in Section 3, we present our validation results, for which we analyzed and identified
systematic errors in the GOP observations, estimated (trends in) biases in range, significant
wave height, backscatter, wind speed and sea state bias, and timing biases, in comparison
with other operational altimeter satellites. Concerning biases, we analyze in more depth
the differences between the altimeter modes SAR and LRM, as well as the differences
between ascending and descending passes, and discuss the typical east–west and north–
south patterns that seem to emerge. This section ends with an assessment and monitoring
of the performance of GOP Baseline-C data with regard to the in situ sea level data from a
set of tide gauges, as well as a comparison of this with the performance of other altimeter
satellites like Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-6A, and Sentinel-3B.

For the conclusion, Section 4 summarizes and discusses all the important findings
related to our GOP Baseline-C analyses. We conclude that despite pending issues, the
stability of the CryoSat measurement system is not drastically impacted: CryoSat GOP
facilitates long-term stable measurement, and CryoSat can be regarded a reference mission
itself. In fact, in Section 3.1, we employ CryoSat GOP to calibrate Sentinel-6A, which
appears to have an absolute range bias of −1.1 cm, and we find an anomalous drift in
Sentinel-3A and 3B sea level from halfway through 2022 onward.

https://presentations.copernicus.org/EGU21/EGU21-212_presentation.pdf
ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int
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2. Data and Methods

Our analyses focus on the CryoSat-2 Baseline-C COP product, in particular GOP Level
2 data, available on the CryoSat-2 science PDS ftp-server spanning from 16 July 2010 up
to and including 31 December 2022 (cycles 4–165). We analyzed and identified systematic
errors in the observations, estimated (trends in) biases in range, significant wave height,
backscatter, wind speed and sea state bias, and timing biases, and compared them with
other operational altimeter satellites. A persistent monitoring of these biases in time, to be
able to provide insight in drift and other anomalies, is important for the data’s usefulness
for the investigation of long-term sea level and/or ice topography/volume changes.

For most of the verification and validation analyses, we adopted the Radar Altimeter
Database System RADS (http://rads.tudelft.nl, accessed on 1 January 2023), initiated at TU
Delft and further developed by NOAA, EUMETSAT, and TU Delft [22]. For a description
of the methods of analysis, the reader is also referred to the final report and paper on the
long-term quality and stability assessment of GOP Baseline-B data [12,23].

2.1. Data, Handling, and Conversion

To deal with GOP Baseline-C data and to be able to incorporate them into RADS, we
developed the GOP NetCDF to RADS NetCDF converter. We took data from ftp://science-
pds.cryosat.esa.int: all the NetCDF files are from the directory SIR_GOP_P2PYYYYMM,
mixing file classes OFFL (Offline Systematic Processing), and LTA (Long-Term Archive)
and mixing all IPF (Instrument Processing Facilities) software versions. This provided us
data running from 16 July 2010 up to including 31 December 2022, which is more than
12 years worth of Baseline-C data. We only consider the 1 Hz (1 per second) data, since
we are interested in long-term validity and stability and not the highest temporal and
spatial resolution per se. According to the used definition of cycles in RADS, this dataset
comprises cycles 4 (partly) to 165 (partly). We refer to these data in our plots with ’CG’. In
the RADS cycle definition for CryoSat (the same as CNES/CLS is following), we have the
following sequence of revolutions: 4 × (29 + 29 + 27) + 29 = 369 days. To obtain comparable
time coverage to facilitate crossover readings with concurrent passes from other satellite
missions (crossover analyses), we chose Jason-2 cycles 75–383 (referred to as ‘J2’), Jason-3
cycles 0–328 (referred to as ‘J3’), Sentinel-3A cycles 1–94 (referred to as ‘3A’), Sentinel-3B
cycles 9–75 (referred to as ‘3B’), SARAL cycles 1–104 (referred to as ‘SA’), RADS CryoSat-2
cycles 4–165 (referred to as ‘C2’), and Sentinel-6A cycles 4–81 (referred to as ‘6A’). In the
crossover analyses, the actual coinciding time span is obviously defined by the very first
and last (average) crossover timing. Table 1 gives the definitions, including the different
phases (when a satellite mission’s orbit is changed, or the processing significantly changed):
these phases are dealt with separately.

Table 1. Summary of altimeter data definitions used in all analyses.

Satellite/Mission Phase Cycles Abbrev. Satellite/Mission Phase Cycles Abbrev.

CryoSat-2 GOP a 4–165 CG Sentinel-3A a 1–94 3A
CryoSat-2

RADS a 4–165 C2 Sentinel-3B a 9–14 3Ba

Jason-2 a 75–303 J2a Sentinel-3B b 19–75 3Bb
Jason-2 b 305–327 J2b SARAL a 1–35 SAa
Jason-2 c 332–355 J2c SARAL b 36–104 SAb
Jason-2 d 356–383 J2d Sentinel-6A a 4–81 6A
Jason-3 a 0–227 J3a
Jason-3 b 300–328 J3b

The treatment of the GOP Baseline-C is similar to the way it was performed for
Baseline-B [12,23], albeit that now the original data are already in NetCDF format, and
some information had to be treated differently. To stay as close as possible to the original
product, most items were actually untreated and directly converted to RADS format. The

http://rads.tudelft.nl
ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int
ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int
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most important changes concern the timings: the offset was changed from 1 January 2000
to 1 January 1985 (added 473,299,200 s), and the references orbital altitude, geoid, and
mean sea surface were rereferenced from WGS84 to the original TOPEX ellipsoid defined
by a = 6,378,136.3 m and 1/ f = 298.257.

Though this seems like a simple exercise, we encountered a few surprises in the
conversion. For the ocean tide solutions, to extract the pure ocean tide (as it is given in
RADS), we had to subtract the load tide from the ocean tide given in the GOP data before
putting it into RADS. This is where the Ocean Product Handbook [24] contradicts the
description in the comments in the NetCDF variables in the original GOP product; for
the GOT410 model [25], this simple subtraction was sufficient, whereas for the FES2014
model [26], it appeared that to obtain the pure ocean tide, we not only had to subtract the
load tide but also had to add (back) the nonequilibrium tide component. Additionally,
it has to be noted here that there was also some confusion about the content of the GOP
product concerning the Mean Sea Surface Solution 2: the attribute “source” in the NetCDF
data, mentioning <DTU13>, contradicts what is in the Ocean Product Handbook [24].
Through our analyses, we were able to figure out that in the data, we were dealing with the
CNES_CLS15 model (Solution 1) [27] and the DTU15 model (Solution 2) [28].

Another, more unfortunate discovery was the fact that the ascending flag (global
attribute in the original NetCDF) turned out to be unreliable as of the end of cycle 98,
beginning from 99 up to 137 (and probably continuing). We have to mention that we used
the so-called pole-to-pole (P2P) product, meaning other products might not be affected.
In our own conversion software, this ascending flag is used to calculate cycle and pass
number and equator crossing time. We only identified this flaw halfway through our project
when we used the RADS tool for collinear tracks analysis, which is based on the equator
crossing timings and stumbled across ‘rogue equator crossings’. When this ascending flag
is incorrect (indicating ascending when in fact the track is descending), data are put in
the wrong pass, so passes were overwritten, and some passes did not exist, resulting in
about 25% missing data after cycle 98; so, we reconducted all analyses. Now, to obtain
information on whether a pass is either ascending or descending, we use the latitude of the
first and last measurement (also global attributes), though this information could also be
obtained through the variable z_velocity from the orbital state.

2.2. Analyzing the Corrections Needed for Sea Level Anomaly

After the conversion of all GOP data to RADS (conversion only in format, timings, and
reference ellipsoid, as discussed previously), we need to validate all the corrections that
are needed to generate the sea level anomaly (SLA) before starting our elaborate analyses
comparing CryoSat-2 GOP SLA with other concurrent altimeter missions and comparing it
with tide gauges. This corrections analysis was performed by directly comparing the RADS-
formatted GOP data (CG) with the ’standard’ RADS CryoSat-2 product (C2), which is in
fact GOP Baseline-C data but with most corrections replaced by corrections according to the
available models in RADS (applying same models/corrections is a major asset of the RADS
altimeter data base system). We like to refer to this as RADSified CryoSat. Any expected
differences that can arise stem from the fact that GOP corrections have 1 mm precision,
whereas RADS corrections have 0.1 mm precision, meaning that a difference (when based
on the same model and an identical implementation of processing and/or interpolation)
would either be zero or exhibit random noise (steps) between roughly −0.5 and 0.5 mm.
Figure 1 gives an example of these differences for dry troposphere, ionosphere, pole tide,
solid Earth tide, load tide (GOT410 and FES2014 models), pure ocean tide (GOT410 and
FES2014 models), and mean sea surface (CLS and DTU models) corrections. The wet
troposphere, dynamic atmosphere, and sea state bias corrections are left out, as they
demonstrate exactly the same behavior as the dry troposphere, for which the differences
are exactly zero.
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Figure 1. Difference between the altimeter corrections based on the information in the CryoSat-2
GOP product and the same corrections generated by RADS for pass 840 of cycle 34.

A few remarkable deviations remain. In Figure 1, 2nd row, left panel, the difference
in the pole tide correction raises concern due to a long wavelength with a superimposed
zigzag pattern, though luckily all within a 2 mm amplitude. In Figure 1, 1st row, right panel,
the ionosphere based on the JPL GIM model also exhibits quite an outstanding behavior.
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Here, we surprisingly find a distinct signal in the difference (not noise!), with excursions in
excess of a cm, which is unexpected and hints to issues with model interpolation and/or
timing. The left panel of Figure 2 shows the origin of this difference giving the respective
pass curves for the ionosphere corrections for GOP (blue line) and for RADS (red line).
It looks like a combination of a scaling problem and a shift along the pass. Again, when
the underlying models are the same, these curves should be the same, and this signal
in the difference can only be due to erroneous interpolation in one of the solutions (or
when having different models). As a first check to see whether RADS is systematically off,
we plotted, in the right panel of Figure 2, for an arbitrary Jason 2 track, all the available
ionosphere corrections based on different models and one based on the dual-frequency
altimeter. The latter (when sufficiently smoothed) represents the ’truth’ based on the
dual-frequency altimeter measurement. There seems to be no clear shift along the track.
However, whether RADS or GOP GIM JPL is closer to the ’truth’ remains inconclusive.
The RADS implementation for the JPL GIM looks decent enough as a substitute for the
smoothed iono correction based on the dual-frequency altimeter.

Figure 2. Left: The GIM ionosphere correction based on the information in the CryoSat-2 GOP
product and the same correction generated by RADS for pass 840 of cycle 34. Right: Different
ionosphere correction models for an arbitrary J2 pass compared with the ionosphere correction
directly obtained from the dual-frequency altimeter, both raw and smoothed.

Two other corrections raised a bit of concern too: that for the ocean tide solutions
and that for the mean sea surface solutions. They are plotted in the last two rows of
Figure 1. Concerning the ocean tide, the GOT410 solution looks okay; however, the
FES2014 difference between GOP and RADS exhibits a strange pattern, which again must
be due to some interpolation issues. Clearly, if one has to stick to the corrections available
in the GOP data, the choice for the GOT410 solution would be the obvious one and is
therefore advised. Concerning the mean sea surface model, we opt for the CNES_CLS15
solution instead of the DTU15 solution, based on the fact that the standard deviation for
the CNES_CLS15 difference is less than that of the DTU15 difference, though they are both
below a few mm. And finally, in the left panel and 2nd row of Figure 1, we notice the
peculiar behavior of the pole tide difference between GOP and RADS.

To get an idea what this along-track difference looks like around the globe, we per-
formed a collinear tracks analysis between the GOP data corrections and the equivalent
RADS-generated corrections (RADSified GOP data). By carrying this out, we are able to
plot the correction differences geographically per cycle. This should reveal (problematic)
patterns if they are present and might hint at how to improve the interpolation of the
models/grids. By collinear tracks analysis, we can, for each point along a pass, side by side,
subtract the RADS from the GOP solution. Figure 3 gives an overview of the results for
cycle 34. We plotted a typical ‘no problem’ correction (here, the dry troposphere) and the
ones that do appear troublesome: viz. the ionosphere, the pole tide, the FES2014 ocean tide,
and the DTU15 mean sea surface corrections. The subsatellite nadir point along track for
pass 840 is drawn as well, so one may easily compare Figures 1 and 3.
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Figure 3. Corrections collinear tracks analysis: GOP minus RADS-based solutions for Cycle 34. From
left to right and from top to bottom: the dry troposphere, GIM ionosphere, pole tide, FES2014 ocean
tide, and DTU15 mean sea surface corrections.

Basically going over Figure 3, we obtain a confirmation of the problems we saw in
the along-track examples, where the ionosphere correction is still the most worrying. The
top left image, again, is the typical unproblematic correction difference: low noise and no
spatial patterns. Corrections like the wet troposphere, the solid tide, the load tides (GOT410
and FES2014), ocean tide for GOT410, and mean sea surface for CNES_CLS15 perform
similarly to the dry troposphere corrections. The sea state bias correction also performs
similarly, but that is because it was not changed in the RADSification. The rest concerns
the ‘troublemakers’. The pole tide difference, e.g., exhibits a very typical low harmonic
effect, suggesting that different models might have been used or wrongly implemented
(static vs. dynamic?). The fact that the RADS office reported an error in the pole tide and
allegedly fixed it in early 2022 is interesting, and maybe it is fixed, but it is still remarkably
different from the GOP implementation. This is not directly a concern, as it is quite small
(<1 cm), but needless to say, these ’problematic’ corrections need attention. For instance,
by insisting on a discussion between the institutes responsible for producing the GOP
and RADS corrections to come forth with details on the actual implementations. Inquiry
at the RADS office concerning the JPL GIM model difference between GOP and RADS
reveals that SALP (Service d’Altimetrie et Localisation Precise, the altimetry and precise
positioning service of CNES), which is responsible for the GOP product, has a different
method for calculating TEC at altimeter height from TEC at GNSS height: they use the
equations from [29], whose approach is known for its limitations. In RADS, the original
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JPL GIM grids are directly interpolated to obtain the TEC at GNSS height and then the data
are downscaled for the various altimeter satellites at different heights with different (fixed)
multiplication factors. Comparison between the GIM TEC and altimeter dual-frequency
ionosphere correction showed that such a fixed scaling is sufficiently accurate, with the
advantage that such an approach does not depend on the output of the IRI95 ionosphere
model [30]. At the same time, this approach also leaves room for improvement, as shown
in [31].

Here, in our long-term accuracy and stability study, our biggest concern is whether
these corrections or correction differences contribute to an instability of the platform; in
other words, do they contribute to a trend over time. To further investigate this in our
collinear tracks analyses, the correction data from all records that provide a valid sea
level anomaly are differenced and per cycle averaged, so that one obtains an average
mean difference between GOP and RADS CryoSat-2 corrections per cycle based on each
copoint, in order to be able to observe any periodicity and drift. Figure 4 gives the final
result with respect to the troublesome corrections chosen in Figure 3. Fortunately, all these
corrections do not seem to contribute substantially to the observed trends in sea level
anomaly, so there is no direct effect on the long-term stability. Only the ionosphere and
the pole tide differences seem to have a traceable drift, albeit in the order of hundredths
of mm (≤0.015 mm/yr). Obviously, there should be nothing in the tides or in the mean
sea surface reference that can cause any trend, which is indeed the case. Also, the means
of the differences which could contribute to a bias in the range bias are negligibly small
(≤1 mm). Other interesting observations concern the periodicity in both the ionosphere
difference, which seems to be inversely related to the intensity of the sun spot cycle, and in
the dry troposphere difference exhibiting a typical 20-month cycle, which could be related
to (unmodeled) atmospheric phenomena like wind. The differences between GOP and
RADS are dependent on the accuracy and timeliness of the meteorological input data. But,
again, the differences are too small to be of any concern.

Figure 4. GOP C2 correction biases with respect to RADS-derived corrections. For the ocean tide
FES2014 (otf), the dry troposphere (dry), the ionosphere (ion), the pole tide (pti), and the DTU15
mean sea surface correction (msd), the envelope with cycle (time) is given. The mean and standard
deviation are given by x = . . . and ± . . . mm, resp., and the trend with x′ = . . . mm/yr (dashed).

2.3. CryoSat-2 Comparison with Concurrent Altimeter Missions through Crossover Analysis

For the whole period in which we have GOP L2 Baseline-C data available, we per-
formed crossover generation and analysis, crossing GOP CryoSat-2 passes (‘CG’) with
passes from the Jason-2 phases (‘J2’), the Jason-3 phases(‘J3’), the Sentinel-3A phases (‘3A’),
the Sentinel-3B phases(‘3B’) the RADS CryoSat-2 phases (‘C2’), the SARAL phases (‘SA’),
and the Sentinel-6A phases (‘6A’). The reader is referred back to Table 1 for the definitions
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and timespans of the different missions and phases covered. The approach is similar to the
one that was adapted for our GOP Baseline-B analyses [12]. We refer to this as dual-satellite
crossovers (dual XOs). We also performed single-satellite crossover generation (single
XOs), crossing ascending and descending passes from GOP CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3,
Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, RADS CryoSat-2, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A separately. The chosen
maximum crossover time difference is set to 2 days. This is still considered an appropriate
number, since in 2 days, not much of the actual dynamically varying sea level will change.
Fewer than 2 days leaves too few crossovers in the crossing of GOP CryoSat-2 with RADS
CryoSat-2. In order not to include too much ocean variability, we combined this with a 95%
crossover difference edit criterion, i.e., 2 times the standard deviation, discarding no more
than 5% of the total number of crossovers. In addition, to exclude areas with a possibility
of sea ice presence, we limited our analyses to between −70◦ and +70◦ latitude. Another
advantage of limiting the area is excluding the large number of high-latitude crossovers
which would otherwise bias the solution. These edit criteria were used for all satellites
and all satellite combinations to be able to make a fair comparison. The initial rationale to
compare GOP CryoSat-2 with RADS CryoSat-2 was twofold. The first is that at the time
of the availability of GOP Baseline-B data, the altimeter measurements were processed
differently (GOP vs. RADS), in particular the way the wave forms were retracked, so we
considered it useful to compare these different products as they originate from the same
source. The other reason is the different treatment of correction models. Meanwhile, as
a result from the analyses on the Baseline-B product [12], it was decided to incorporate
the new Baseline-C data directly in RADS to replace the earlier CryoSat-2 RADS-own
product, which makes the first reason obsolete; the comparisons of the corrections are
still valid though, as we learned from Section 2.2, so these correction differences remain
under investigation.

The mean crossover differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and Jason-2 provides us with
the bias between GOP CryoSat-2 and the calibrated Jason-2. Likewise, with the crossovers
between GOP CryoSat-2 and Jason-3, we obtain the bias with respect to Jason-3. Clearly,
the reference should be the same when comparing one satellite with the other: we chose
the CNES_CLS15 mean sea surface as reference for all satellites and applied the GOT410
ocean tide and ocean load correction for all satellites. Comparing GOP CryoSat-2 with
Jason-2 (crossover difference CryoSat-2 minus Jason-2) basically gives the range bias with
respect to Jason-2, but as both have their data referenced to the TOPEX reference ellipsoid
(in RADS), and a calibrated range bias was already applied to Jason-2, the actual range
difference is with respect to the TOPEX reference, and it can be regarded an absolute range
bias! The same is true for the other satellite missions, albeit that for some there was less
time for proper calibration, which could make them be slightly off. We employed the Jasons
and Sentinel-6A as reference missions, though it is interesting to follow the mean crossover
difference in time between GOP CryoSat-2 and all the other missions and mission phases,
including the standard RADS CryoSat-2 product.

2.4. CryoSat-2 Comparison with Tide Gauges through Interpolation

For the method we employ for comparing CryoSat-2 GOP altimetry with tide gauges,
we refer the reader to [12,32]. Here, it suffices to say that we now investigate Baseline-C
data. To be able to compare the tide gauge data with the altimeter data, we applied all
the standard corrections to the altimeter data, including the total ocean tide correction
(GOT410), and referenced the altimeter data to the CNES_CLS15 mean sea surface to obtain
sea level anomalies (SLA). For the dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC), we only apply
the high-frequency part of MOG2D, which basically means not applying the static inverse
barometer effect, because the altimeter and tide gauge ’undergo’ the same static inverse
barometer. The high-frequency atmospheric forced part is needed because it aliases to
much lower frequencies in the altimeter data. The resulting sea level anomaly (SLA) data
were gridded to obtain monthly solutions. We applied a Gaussian distance-weighted
gridding with a σ choice between 0.25◦ and 0.75◦, a cut-off horizon of 3σ, and a grid
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spacing of 0.25◦. The grdtrack routine from the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) [33] is then
applied to the monthly altimeter grids to generate the SLA time series at the tide gauge
station locations. The default interpolation method in grdtrack is bicubic, and it uses the
geographic coordinates from the grid cells. The last step in the process is the removal of a
common bias as the tide gauge data are not referenced to a known ellipsoid but rather to a
locally defined mean sea level.

Before presenting the final details in Section 3, we analyze some results from applying
a few different options for our gridding and interpolation method. Obviously, we want
the scenario which provides the solutions from the CryoSat-2 GOP data that are the closest
to the sea level data of the set of selected TG stations. Conversely, we also want to fairly
compare the results from our reference missions, Jason-2, Jason-3, and Sentinel-6A. In
Table 2, we analyze different σ for our distance-weighted gridding, keeping the cut-off
horizon at 3σ; this includes our standard (‘best’) solution for the reference missions of
σ = 0.5◦, as well as different cut-off horizons with no σ (no distance-weighted gridding).
The grid spacing for each time is 0.25◦. Basically, these statistics hint towards either going
for the ’075’ case or going for the ‘125’ or ’150’ case. Now, the problem with the latter two
is that the tilt difference between GOP data and the TG data seems to deteriorate. This
would be a vote against going for the ’125’ or ’150’ solutions, basically leaving ’075’ and
’100’ as ‘good’ cases. As in the ’100’ case the horizon is limited to 1 degree, this would leave
a lot of vacancies in our grids for the reference missions (10 days repeat orbit, track spacing
along the equator around 1.42◦). Then, basically only the ’075’ case would represent the
best solution (in order to be able to compare GOP and the reference missions).

Table 2. Six different cases of translating monthly along-track GOP altimeter data to equidistant-
spaced grids. We summarize, for each of these cases, the correlation (R) between altimetry and a
selected set of tide gauges, the standard deviation (sd), the remaining tilt, and the number of tide
gauge locations involved (N.◦ P).

Case σ [◦] hor [◦] R [-] sd [cm] Tilt
[mm/yr] N.◦ P

025 0.25 0.75 0.76 7.1 0.02 229
050 0.50 1.50 0.80 6.0 0.13 267
075 0.75 2.25 0.82 5.5 0.22 281
100 - 1.00 0.81 5.6 0.23 278
125 - 1.25 0.82 5.4 0.37 287
150 - 1.50 0.83 5.1 0.39 288

To be more certain concerning the gridding parameters, we check, in Figure 5, the
comparison results of three of the best-performing tide gauge locations. Here, in the left
panel, top to bottom, we compare CryoSat-2 GOP sea level data with the Majuro-C tide
gauge, with the Milner Bay tide gauge, and with the Honiara-B tide gauge. The numbers in
the legend represent the individual trend lines for the 6 analyzed altimetry gridding cases,
together with those of the TG data. And, in the right panel of Figure 5, we plotted the sea
level differences between CryoSat-2 GOP and the 3 tide gauges. The numbers in the legend
represent the difference statistics, like sample standard deviation (ssd), correlation (cor),
and linear regression trend (slope). Clearly, the right panel says more about the actual fit of
the altimetry data with the TG; one should get that from the left panel as well, but then
one would be looking in a qualitative manner, where the colored line follows the black line
the most closely, with the dark blue line standing out as the ‘worst’ case. Back to the right
panel, concerning cor and ssd, taking the common denominator into account, case ’075’
does fit best or is 2nd best on all accounts. Also, taking into consideration that cases ’100’
and ’125’ will not be okay for proper comparison with the reference missions, we finally
conclude that the ’075’ case is a good all-round gridding solution and therefore is chosen
for the overall tide gauge comparisons.
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Figure 5. Sea level data comparisons for 3 tide gauges: CryoSat-2 GOP vs. TG at Majuro-C at Milner
Bay and at Honiara-B. In the left panel is the direct comparison (numbers in the legend represent the
individual trend lines for the 6 analyzed altimetry gridding cases and the TG data), and in the right
panel, the differences between altimeter and tide gauge at the same locations (numbers in the legend
represent the difference statistics, like sample standard deviation (ssd), correlation (cor), and linear
regression trend (slope) for the 6 analyzed gridding cases).

We tested an alternative method in which we do not grid the altimeter data to monthly
mean grids but gather the data directly in the vicinity of the tide gauge location. For this, a
circular boundary of 2.5◦ in diameter was chosen. Subsequently, the data were smoothed
(Savitzky–Golay filter, degree 3) and resampled (linearly interpolated) to monthly means.
The difference from the original method (gridded monthly means) is smaller than 1% for
the correlations and smaller than 5% for the standard deviations. Again, we conclude that
the ’075’ gridding case is sufficiently accurate for our research objectives.

After the distance-weighted gridding of the altimeter data with the selected σ = 0.75◦,
cut-off horizon of 3σ, and grid spacing of 0.25◦, we first select the monthly RLR (Revised
Local Reference) tide gauge (TG) data available for the years 2010 up to and including
2021 from the PSMSL records [34,35]; this reduces the dataset from 1573 gauges to 565.
The next step is aligning the altimetry-based SLA, for which we only considered tide
gauge stations that have a correlation with CryoSat-2 GOP SLA and with the SLA from
the reference missions Jason-2 and Jason-3 of R > 0.5, an SLA−TG standard deviation
of σ < 12 cm, and an SLA−TG slope of |y′| < 6 mm/yr. The tide gauge trends were
individually corrected for glacial isostatic adjustment GIA based on the information given
on the PSMSL website (https://psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/peltier/drsl2
50.PSMSL.ICE5Gv1.3_VM2_L90_2012b.txt, accessed on 1 January 2023) which is based on
the ICE-5G v1.3 ice model [36]. Taking the mean for all tide gauge locations, this translates

https://psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/peltier/drsl250.PSMSL.ICE5Gv1.3_VM2_L90_2012b.txt
https://psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/peltier/drsl250.PSMSL.ICE5Gv1.3_VM2_L90_2012b.txt
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to a mean rate of GIA sea level change at ≈ −0.3 mm/yr ±50% The GIA sea level trend
was used to correct the TG time series by subtracting it from the TG sea level rate; in other
words, in the difference slope (altimeter minus TG), the GIA contribution was added. Tide
gauge selection based on all aforementioned altimetry comparison parameters can be a
proper solution if no independent information is available on the actual tide gauge quality
and when one is only looking for trends or drifts in the altimetric data. For the majority of
the tide gauges, there is simply no information on vertical land motion (e.g., due to local
tectonics). In addition, we also excluded stations for which either the TG or the altimetric
SLA time series has too many data gaps (missing more than 14 months over the total time
span of 140 months). This further reduces the dataset to 309 stations.

2.5. Final Words on Using GOP Baseline-C and Follow-Ons

The standard sea level anomaly SLA definition in RADS reads as follows:

SLA = alt− rng− dry−wet− ion− dac− std− otd− ltd− ptd− ssb−mss− rfo, (1)

with the usual suspects being alt the orbital height; rng the altimetric range; dry the dry
troposphere correction; wet the wet troposphere correction; ion the ionosphere correction;
dac the dynamic atmosphere correction; std the solid tide correction; otd the ocean tide
correction; ltd the load tide correction; ptd the pole tide correction; ssb the sea state bias;
mss the mean sea surface model height; and rfo the reference frame offset or absolute bias
(if any). Table 3 gives an overview of the chosen GOP components in our RADS-based
analyses. The deviation of the components from the options chosen for the precomputed
SSHA concerns the ocean tide model and the mean sea surface model, CNES FES2014b
being the ocean, FES2014a the load tide, and DTU15 the mean sea surface. These are the
defaults in RADS. Despite the superiority of the FES2014 model over the GOT410 model
in coastal areas [37], for our analyses, we purposely chose the GOT410c ocean and load
tide, and the CNES_CLS15 mean sea surface model corrections, because of our findings
in evaluating the corrections (Section 2.2). These models, as implemented in GOP, and as
implemented in RADS, behave more similarly than the other two models. Regardless, it
is recommended to opt for building the sea level anomaly oneself from the components,
as mentioned in Equation (1), because (a) one will have the possibility to choose different
models and corrections and to leave out corrections and (b) one circumvents a found issue
about the GOP prebuilt sea surface height anomaly variable ssha that appeared to be
wrong for SAR and SIN mode, having substantial discrepancies with respect to LRM. It is
worth pointing out that all the found limitations and issues about GOP Baseline-C data that
have been reported are under investigation, and they will be corrected in the upcoming
Baseline-D release of the data.

Table 3. Options for GOP CryoSat-2 SLA creation, chosen for all the analyses presented in this report.
At the same time, these are also our recommended options for the use of GOP Baseline-C data.

SLA Chosen Model Remark

alt CNES GDR-E/F altitude Orbits computed by CNES with strict Jason GDR-E/F standards
rng Ku-band altimeter range Tracker range corrected for drift, delay, and antenna offset
dry ECMWF dry troposphere ECMWF operational analysis runs based on pressure fields
wet ECMWF wet troposphere ECMWF operational analysis runs based on pressure fields
ion JPL GIM ionosphere JPL 2-hourly maps of GPS TEC corrected for altimeter height
dac MOG2D dynamic atmosphere Ocean response to wind and pressure forcing
std solid Earth tide Cartwright–Taylor–Edden model with 2nd- and 3rd-order waves
otd GOT410 ocean tide GOT4.10c model based on Jason altimetry
ltd GOT410 load tide GOT4.10c model based on Jason altimetry
ptd pole tide model suggested by Wahr (1985)
ssb CLS nonparametric SSB Nonparametric sea state bias model for Ku-band by CLS
mss CNES_CLS15 mean sea surface CNES/CLS mss solution based on altimeter data (1993–2012)
rfo reference frame offset result from cal/val activities (−2.9 cm for RADS CryoSat-2)
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Finally, some advise for future CryoSat-2 Baselines: keep checking out new models.
Meanwhile, there are some new mean sea surface models available in RADS, like DTU18,
DTU21 [38], and Comb15, which combines CNES_CLS15 and DTU15 and CNES_CLS22 [39],
but they have not been promoted to the RADS defaults yet. For the dry and wet troposphere
ECMWF, reanalysis solutions exist (ERA) that would be more suited for long-term studies.
Based on these reanalyses, the MOG2D dynamic atmosphere correction has also been
reworked to an ’ERA’ solution with the same benefit for long-term analyses. We did not use
these because they are not available in the original GOP product. From all our analyses, we
learned that there are some corrections that need revisiting to guarantee the best product,
like the ionosphere correction, pole tide correction, ocean tide correction, sea state bias (not
addressed here, but be aware the SSB on GOP Baseline-C has not been tailored/optimized),
range bias (ascending/descending and modes differences), and orbital height.

3. Results
3.1. Cryosat-2 vs. Concurrent Altimetry

Figure 6 gives the result for mean crossover difference for sea level anomaly (SLA) be-
tween GOP Cryosat-2 and all the other concurrent altimeter satellite missions/phases. Due
to CryoSat-2’s orbit, the number of crossovers within |∆t| < 2 days is limited, which results
in a typical banded pattern for the case where GOP CryoSat-2 crosses RADS CryoSat-2.
Consecutively, Figure 7 gives the mean crossover difference for significant wave height
(SWH) between GOP CryoSat-2 and the other altimeter satellites, and Figure 8 gives the
wind speed (WIND). In the Supplementary Materials, Figures S1 and S2 give the results for
backscatter (σ0) and sea state bias (SSB), respectively. All these plots give insight on how
the biases are distributed geographically. Obviously, they are averaged over the period in
which the two crossing satellites overlap (Table 1).

A few immediately striking observations from these figures can be made: In the
SLA (Figure 6), we see, for all satellite comparisons, a returning SLA difference pattern
around the equator, which we have already seen in Section 2.2, Figure 3, i.e., an enhanced
meandering band following the inclination of the magnetic field, hinting at our ionosphere
correction ‘problem’, as well as an average bias close to −3 cm. In the significant wave
height SWH (Figure 7), large departures from the Sentinels and SARAL, and in the wind
speed (Figure 8), typical banded differences (polar regimes), though they are absent in the
differences from the SARALs.

In Figure 9, in the left panel, we plot the mean crossover difference SLA for crossing
RADS CryoSat-2 with Jason-2/a and see that the equator band has more or less disappeared
when compared with the GOP CryoSat-2 with the Jason-2/a solution (Figure 6, top right
panel). We also applied the −2.9 cm bias to this solution, so it can be readily compared. In
the right panel of Figure 9, we compare both solutions (subtracting the GOP solution from
the RADS solution). In this manner, we found a way to directly compare GOP CryoSat-2
with RADS CryoSat-2 crossovers with full geographical coverage without being bothered
by any range bias (it cancels out in the comparison). Obviously, this difference between
RADS CryoSat-2 and GOP CryoSat-2 is a combination of the GIM ionosphere correction
(equatorial band) and pole tide correction difference (a typical degree 2, order 1, Legendre
polynomial pattern), as seen in Figure 3 in the top right and center left panels. From this,
we conclude that the ‘problem’ of the ionosphere is in either all RADS data or just in the
GOP data, and this agrees with the observation in Section 2.2 that we are dealing with
different implementations of the GIM ionosphere correction model.
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Figure 6. Mean SLA crossover differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent altimeter
missions RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A.
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Figure 7. Mean SWH crossover differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent altimeter
missions RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A.
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Figure 8. Mean wind speed crossover differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent altimeter
missions RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A.
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Figure 9. Left panel: mean SLA crossover differences in RADS CryoSat-2 with respect to Jason-2/a
(a −2.9 cm bias is applied). Right panel: result after differencing the dual XO means from RADS
CryoSat-2 with respect to Jason-2/a and GOP CryoSat-2 with respect to Jason-2/a, basically canceling
Jason-2/a out from the equation. What remains are the most prominent differences between GOP
and RADS CryoSat-2, i.e., a combination of the ionosphere and pole tide correction differences.

Table 4a provides the overall crossover statistics from the dual-satellite crossover
analyses: obviously, they match with Figures 6–8, and we added the statistics for backscatter
(σ0) and sea state bias (SSB). Finally, Table 4b provides, for the same data products and
data fields, the single-satellite crossover statistics. The last column in the tables provides
the number of crossovers involved (after editing). We conclude that the GOP CryoSat-2
product is of similar quality as the Jasons, and it also closely follows the Sentinels and
SARAL. The only difference standing out when going back to Table 4a is the average SLA
(absolute) range bias of −2.9 cm, which is based on the average GOP SLA differences
with the other satellites that have the longest phases, but leaving out SARAL, which has
another type of altimeter instrument, and leaving out Sentinel-6A, which has too much of
a deviating SLA XO mean. Knowing that for baseline-B we found −6.3 cm, we conclude
that the GOP product absolute bias has been improved by 3.4 cm by a welcome change in
ground processing. The overall sd of GOP XO differences is established at 3.7 cm, perfectly
on par with the internal consistency (sd) of Jason-2 and Jason-3. Also, we see important
improvements in the average biases for σ0 and wind speed. All in all, the statistics for
Baseline-C improved substantially upon an already well-performing Baseline-B product.

Let us now take a closer look at the different biases and how they evolve over time. In
Figure 10, we plotted, from left to right and from top to bottom, the monthly global averages
from our dual-satellite crossover analyses (mean XO differences) for seven altimetric
parameters: the timing bias, the sea level anomaly (range) bias, the SLA bias standard
deviation (rms XO differences), significant wave height (SWH) bias, backscatter (σ0) bias,
wind speed bias, and sea state bias (SSB). For the GOP CryoSat-2 biases with respect to the
reference missions (Jason-2, Jason-3, and Sentinel-6A) and with respect to RADS CryoSat-2,
the values of the long-term average and trends are given in, respectively, red, orange, pink,
and yellow. Obviously, the long-term averages match the values in Table 4a. The timing
bias, based on minimization of the rms of GOP CryoSat single XO differences (more details
in [12]), has an overall average of +0.367 ms with a slight rise over time (Figure 10, top left),
which averages to zero when this is applied to the GOP data (Figure 10, top right). This
is a change compared with the result from our Baseline-B analyses, indicating a change
in the ground processing. In the left panel of the 2nd row of Figure 10, we see the SLA
mean crossover difference in GOP CryoSat-2 with respect to Jason-2 (red curve, average
of −2.83 cm), with respect to RADS CryoSat-2 (yellow curve, average of −2.90 cm), with
respect to Jason-3 ( orange curve, average of −2.88 cm), with respect to Sentinel-6A (pink
curve, average of −1.80 cm), and with respect to the other satellites (Sentinel-3A and 3B,
respectively, green and blue curves, and SARAL phase a and b, respectively, purple and
black curves). With all this information, we can pinpoint the absolute range bias of the GOP
data at −2.9 cm. The drift in the range bias with respect to Jason-2 amounts to 0.24 mm/yr,
with respect to Jason-3 to −0.10 mm/yr, with respect to RADS CryoSat to −0.06 mm/yr,
and with respect to Sentinel-6A to −0.54 mm/yr. Taking into account that the GOP-RADS
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difference basically only hints at ‘problematic’ range corrections (and not to the altimeter
or platform itself), and that for Sentinel-6A, the time span is too short for a statement
on the long term, we can say that compared with Jason-2 and Jason-3, GOP CryoSat-2
Baseline-C is excellently stable over time (averaging −0.07 mm/yr) and significantly better
than the constraint of 0.5 mm/yr for an altimeter to have SLA considered an essential
climate variable ECV (https://climate.esa.int/en/evidence/what-are-ecvs, accessed on 1
September 2023). In the dual XO rms (right plot, second row), we see the confirmation of
the quality of the stability, averaging 3.7 cm, in line with the internal consistency of our
Jason-2 and Jason-3 reference missions (compare with Table 4b). The stability is also on
par with the current general uncertainty in sea level trend estimates (<0.4 mm/yr). All the
mean biases, either in SLA, SWH, σ0, wind speed, or SSB, confirm the earlier figures and
tables. Obviously, there are jumps in σ0 and wind speed when, for instance, switching from
Jason-2 to Jason-3. Basically, that is not of direct concern for the GOP product because any
jumps in σ0 and, by that, in wind speed, are ’fixed’ (discounted) in the optimized sea state
bias model.

Table 4. Satellite crossover statistics with mean and standard deviation for SLA, SWH, σ0, wind
speed (WIND), and sea state bias (SSB). Crossovers with |∆t| > 2 days, beneath −70◦ and above
+70◦ latitude, and larger than 2 times the standard deviation of the XO differences per pass, were
rejected. The last column displays the number of XOs surviving these edit criteria.

(a) Dual-satellite crossover statistics for GOP CryoSat-2 crossings with RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A,
Sentinel-3BSARAL, and Sentinel-6A. The last row displays the average of the SLA mean and rms difference in the satellite
phases that are the longest, leaving out SARAL (other altimeter type) and leaving out Sentinel-6A (too
much of a deviating XO mean).

with respect to SLA [m] SWH [m] σ0 [dB] WIND [m/s] SSB [m] XOs [no.]
mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

C2 −0.029 0.035 0.000 0.710 0.001 1.585 −0.003 2.770 −0.000 0.032 343365
J2a −0.029 0.037 0.002 1.006 −0.257 1.451 0.167 3.521 −0.038 0.038 1133727
J2b −0.028 0.036 0.008 0.998 −0.249 1.485 0.143 3.545 −0.037 0.038 116963
J2c −0.029 0.037 0.001 1.006 −0.232 1.487 0.073 3.593 −0.038 0.038 177958
J2d −0.029 0.037 0.008 1.008 −0.254 1.490 0.124 3.520 −0.038 0.038 160395
J3a −0.029 0.037 0.010 1.015 −2.863 1.521 −0.011 3.605 −0.018 0.038 1286827
J3b −0.026 0.039 0.021 1.021 −2.850 1.500 −0.064 3.563 −0.019 0.038 135512
3A −0.029 0.037 −0.093 0.952 −0.128 1.517 −0.148 3.275 −0.008 0.036 620735
3Ba −0.033 0.039 −0.076 0.957 −0.173 1.547 −0.051 3.199 −0.007 0.036 31053
3Bb −0.028 0.037 −0.099 0.953 −0.187 1.513 0.032 3.238 −0.008 0.036 375064
SAa −0.027 0.037 −0.002 0.945 −0.043 1.634 0.115 3.175 −0.053 0.037 288403
SAb −0.023 0.037 0.010 0.936 −0.131 1.635 0.323 3.146 −0.054 0.037 529370
6A −0.018 0.038 0.023 1.017 −1.641 1.484 0.019 3.574 −0.019 0.038 428821

avg −0.029 0.037 - - - - - - - - -

(b) Single-satellite crossover statistics for GOP CryoSat-2, RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, and Sentinel-6A.

SLA [m] SWH [m] σ0 [dB] WIND [m/s] SSB [m] XOs [no.]
mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

CG −0.007 0.035 −0.000 0.715 −0.005 1.591 −0.013 2.788 0.000 0.032 179905
C2 −0.007 0.035 0.002 0.710 −0.003 1.586 −0.014 2.765 0.000 0.032 128201
J2a −0.000 0.034 −0.003 0.981 0.003 1.440 −0.006 3.440 0.000 0.032 522648
J2b 0.000 0.033 −0.001 0.978 0.003 1.470 −0.002 3.482 0.000 0.032 51426
J2c 0.001 0.034 −0.004 0.983 −0.008 1.464 0.018 3.511 0.000 0.032 80525
J2d 0.001 0.035 0.004 0.982 0.008 1.490 −0.010 3.448 −0.000 0.031 71546
J3a 0.000 0.035 0.001 1.006 0.004 1.571 −0.003 3.623 0.000 0.034 608933
J3b 0.000 0.038 0.002 1.003 −0.003 1.553 0.014 3.632 −0.000 0.034 74187
3A 0.003 0.034 −0.008 0.958 0.015 1.636 −0.021 3.219 0.000 0.032 340851
3Ba 0.001 0.034 −0.009 0.927 0.012 1.700 −0.024 3.051 0.000 0.030 16685
3Bb 0.003 0.034 −0.001 0.957 0.015 1.617 −0.019 3.153 0.000 0.032 208379
SAa 0.002 0.033 0.001 0.930 −0.012 1.770 0.034 2.948 −0.000 0.022 158932
SAb 0.003 0.034 0.003 0.919 −0.005 1.757 0.026 2.901 −0.000 0.022 276546
6A 0.000 0.035 0.001 1.008 0.001 1.534 0.007 3.605 −0.000 0.034 210622

https://climate.esa.int/en/evidence/what-are-ecvs
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Figure 10. From left to right and from top to bottom, the evolution of the bias in the time tag before
and after applying the timing bias, of the range (SLA) and range crossover RMS, of the significant
wave height SWH and backscatter (σ0), and of the wind speed bias and sea state bias (SSB) for GOP
CryoSat-2 with respect to the other altimeter satellites.

Knowing that GOP is quite stable, CryoSat-2 can function as a stable reference as well
for other satellites, for instance, for the two SARAL phases a and b and for Sentinel-6A.
From the tables and Figure 10, we learn that GOP has a range bias of −2.9 cm and that the
average bias between GOP and Sentinel-6A is −1.8 cm, thus subtracting the −1.8 cm from
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the −2.9 cm gives Sentinel-6A the absolute range bias of −1.1 cm (also because in RADS
there is no range bias established yet, and nothing (0 cm) is applied in RADS to Sentinel-6A
by default). Applying this −1.1 cm absolute bias value to the Sentinel-6A data, we can
extend our reference mission series Jason-2/Jason-3 to Jason-2/Jason-3/Sentinel-6A.

The large positive trends in the SARAL phases a and b SLA with respect to GOP, and
also with respect to Jason-2 and Jason-3, in the left panel of the second row of Figure 10
are worrying. So, this seems to be an isolated problem in the SARAL data. We think these
results warrant further research into the SARAL altimeter data. This is out of the scope
of this paper, but we see similar behavior in the backscatter (negative trend) and wind
speed (positive trend). Another concern is the SLA difference in GOP and Sentinel-3A
and Sentinel-3B that suddenly starts rising halfway through 2022. The direct question of
course would be if there is something wrong with the GOP data after this date. Whereas the
difference in GOP SLA with respect to Jason-2, Jason-3, and even Sentinel-6A, doe not show
this behavior and hints to a problem with the Sentinel-3 data, the actual answer comes from
the wave height plot and the sea state plot of Figure 10:, revealing jumps in Sentinel-3A and
Sentinel-3B data of 6 cm in wave height and 1 cm in sea state bias, starting approximately
in June 2022. Again, with the help of GOP CryoSat-2 data, another altimeter problem has
been uncovered. To be absolutely sure that there is no degradation of GOP CryoSat-2 after
2022, we performed an extra analysis with respect to a selected set of PSMSL tide gauges,
for which the reader is referred to Section 3.3.1. The overall conclusion is that CryoSat-2
GOP has no apparent drift with respect to tide gauge sea levels, not even after 2022 upon
close inspection.

A final remark on the range bias between the two CrySat-2 products, the GOP and
the RADS version, which we already stated that in essence only deals with the correction
differences: from the green curve in the left hand plot of the 2nd row of Figure 10, we
observe a negligible trend (−0.06 mm/yr), concluding that both the ionosphere correction
and pole tide correction issues do not degrade CryoSat’s stability whatsoever.

3.2. CryoSat Modes and Descending/Ascending Pass Bias

As we mixed LRM and SAR mode in our previous bias analyses, it is interesting to
reanalyze the bias but now separated into CryoSat’s Low-Resolution Mode (LRM) and
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode. In Figures 11–13, we plotted similar geographical
maps of the mean crossovers of CryoSat-2 GOP (only with respect to Jason-2 and Jason-3),
as in Figures 6–8, but now for the two different modes, respectively, for sea level anomaly
SLA, significant wave height SWH, and wind speed WIND. Obviously, the LRM solutions
resemble the earlier combination of LRM and SAR, as the SAR mode is geographically
limited. The thing to notice here is the differences between the LRM solutions and SAR
solutions. For instance, in Figure 11, we see that the SLA mean XO differences on average
are lighter blue for SAR than for LRM, indicating a bias between LRM and SAR SLA
(positive when subtracting LRM from SAR). We observe something similar for the wind
speed (Figure 13), but it is less prominent, and again, it is more pronounced for the
significant wave height (Figure 12) (darker red for SAR, meaning a positive bias subtracting
LRM from SAR). The main purpose of these geographical distribution maps is to see
whether there are striking patterns. For this, we refer the reader back to our earlier maps
and discussion on ’all’ (LRM plus SAR) solutions in the previous section.
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Figure 11. Mean SLA XO differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent reference missions
Jason-2 (left panels) and Jason-3 (right panels). Top panel: LRM part of the data; bottom panel:
SAR part.

Figure 12. Mean SWH XO differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent reference missions
Jason-2 (left panels) and Jason-3 (right panels). Top panel: LRM part of the data; bottom panel:
SAR part.
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Figure 13. Mean wind speed XO differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent reference
missions Jason-2 (left panels) and Jason-3 (right panels). Top panel: LRM part of the data; bottom
panel: SAR part.

To obtain some statistics on the mode biases, we again investigate their evolution
over time. In Figure 14, we plotted, from left to right and from top to bottom, the monthly
global averages from our dual-satellite crossover analyses (mean XO differences) for four
altimetric parameters: the sea level anomaly (range) bias, the significant wave height
(SWH) bias, the wind speed bias, and the sea state (SSB) bias. For the GOP CryoSat-2
biases, the long-term average and trends are given, respectively, in red (all), green (lrm),
and blue (sar) with respect to the reference mission Jason-2 , and, respectively, in orange
(all), purple (lrm), and black (sar) with respect to the reference mission Jason-3. Looking
at the top left panel of Figure 14, we can conclude that in the comparison with Jason-2,
GOP CryoSat-2 has an SAR-LRM range bias difference of (−1.5) − (−3.0) = 1.5 cm and
with Jason-3 of (−1.8) − (−3.0) = 1.2 cm. On average, this gives a 1.4 cm SAR-LRM range
bias, taking into account that there is a 1 mm range bias difference between the two Jasons.
Looking at SWH (top right panel), we also observe a clear difference between SAR and
LRM: (9.7) − (−1.1) = 10.8 cm in the comparison with Jason-2, and (9.7) − (−0.4) = 10.1 cm
with Jason-3. On average, this implies a 10.5 cm difference in significant wave height. For
wind speed, we do not find any significant SAR-LRM difference, but the SWH difference
must have an influence on the sea state bias, especially when the sea state bias is not
optimized (otherwise, an offset would be discounted in the sea state bias model). In the
bottom right panel, giving the result for SSB, we observe an SAR-LRM difference of (−4.3)
− (−3.7) = −0.6 cm for the Jason-2 comparison and (−2.3) − (−1.8) = −0.5 cm for Jason-3.
Apparently, the SAR-LRM offset in GOP SWH still leaves a trace in the SSB of around
0.5 cm, basically explaining 0.5 cm of the 1.4 cm SAR-LRM offset in GOP SLA. As most
other corrections are close to identical, we think that the remaining difference of 0.9 cm has
a different origin; it could be due, for instance, to the fact that different retrackers are used
for the different modes.
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Figure 14. From left to right and from top to bottom: evolution of bias in the range (SLA), of the
significant wave height SWH, of the wind speed, and of the sea state bias (SSB) for GOP CryoSat-2
with respect to Jason-2 and Jason-3. The data are split in LRM mode and SAR mode.

However, further investigation of the biases also revealed a difference between as-
cending and descending passes. This is an odd finding. Figures 15 and 16 represent the
geographical distribution of the mean XO differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the
Jason-2 and Jason-3 reference missions, but now a distinction is made between only as-
cending GOP passes and only descending GOP passes. Here, we use the LRM solution
(close to the ‘all’ solution), intentionally, in order to not mix modes and treat the ascend-
ing/descending difference independently from the modes bias. We plotted it for SLA in
Figure 15 and for SWH in Figure 16. Obviously, in the former figure (SLA), there is a
clear ascending north–south pattern that is reversed for descending passes (for Jason-3,
similar to Jason-2), and for the latter figure (SWH), obviously not. So, we are dealing
with a phenomenon that is only on the sea level. Figure 17 reveals the evolution of the
monthly means over time. With this, we get an idea of the actual bias values and trends
involved. We plotted all the bias distinctions we can make with respect to modes and with
respect to ascending/descending passes: left, the ascending case, and right, the descending
case. We discern all GOP with respect to Jason-2 (red), LRM GOP with respect to Jason-2
(green), SAR GOP with respect to Jason-2 (blue), all GOP with respect to Jason-3 (orange),
LRM GOP with respect to Jason-3 (purple), and SAR GOP with respect to Jason-3 (black),
and we also added Jason-2 with respect to Jason-3 (only along the reference tracks when
they simultaneously flew the same tracks, which was for about 7 months) for comparison
purpose (in pink). This comparison between Jason-2 and Jason-3 shows us that there is not
more than a 0.1 cm asc/des difference between Jason-2 and Jason-3, which is negligible.
The left panel of Figure 17 teaches us that the ascending range bias for LRM is about
−3.5 cm, whereas the descending range bias for LRM is about −2.5 cm, a difference of
approx. 1 cm. The strange behavior of the blue and black (SAR) lines (obvious trend and
less ascending/descending difference) is not fully understood but must come from the
limited coverage of the SAR mode patches and the changes in patch locations over time.
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Figure 15. Geographical distribution of GOP LRM/Jason-2 SLA XO mean values (top) and GOP
LRM/Jason-3 SLA XO mean values (bottom) for only ascending GOP passes (left) and only descend-
ing GOP passes (right).

Figure 16. Geographical distribution of GOP LRM/Jason-2 SWH XO mean values (top) and GOP
LRM/Jason-3 SLA XO mean values (bottom) for only ascending GOP passes (left) and only descend-
ing GOP passes (right).
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Figure 17. Left: the time evolution of the GOP CryoSat-2 range bias for ascending passes with respect
to Jason-2 and Jason-3, split in all (LRM plus SAR), LRM and SAR modes. Right: The same as left but
for descending GOP passes.

Figure 18, finally, takes the ascending and descending pass range bias and significant
wave height bias differences in GOP CryoSat-2 LRM data with respect to Jason-2 and
Jason-3 (the results are displayed in Figures 15 and 16) and subtracts the descending
result from the ascending result: top left (Jason-2) and top right (Jason-3). Basically, the
names ’Jason-2’ or ’Jason-3’ might give rise to misinterpretation: both the ascending and
descending solution are given with respect to, e.g., Jason-2, and subtracting them cancels
out Jason-2 in the equation, and likewise, with the solution given with respect to Jason-3,
Jason-3 cancels out in the subtraction. To put it differently, the left and right panels should
be the same, and indeed, they look almost identical, the only difference being the different
time frames or periods (Jason-2 time frame, 100703–160901, and Jason-3 time frame, 160303–
220303). One could argue that we could have obtained the same answer if we would have
used the CryoSat-2 single crossovers directly, as this would also look at the difference
in ascending and descending tracks, and Table 4b suggests a 0.7 cm bias, but we would
obtain the same banded geographical distribution as the ones from crossing GOP CryoSat-
2 and RADS CryoSat-2 in, e.g., Figure 6, and we would not be able to actually see the
north–south pattern so clearly. Increasing the allowable crossover time difference would
improve the geographical distribution but would pollute the result with all kinds of sea
level variability. So, we think that with this, we present the most clear way of revealing
the ascending/descending problem of GOP Baseline-C data. In the bottom left panel of
the figure, we added the ascending minus descending solution for GOP CryoSat-2 SWH
(Jason-3 timeframe), and for comparison reasons, in the bottom right panel, we added the
Jason-2 SLA ascending minus descending solution (for the Jason-2/Jason-3 overlapping
timeframe). In this Jason vs. Jason case, there is no substantial bias left (<0.1 cm), and
no particular patterns are visible. This also holds for the GOP CryoSat-2 significant wave
height, so we conclude that the ascending/descending bias issue is only in the sea level
anomaly and not in any of the other altimetric parameters. And, it is also not in the SSB,
because we do not see it in the SWH.

Going back to the top panels, this ascending/descending bias in the sea level anomaly
exhibiting a clear north–south pattern is quite an astonishing result, and it seems to repre-
sent a zonal degree 1 (spherical harmonics) issue. This ascending/descending offset can
be represented by a C10 coefficient, which is directly related to the z-component of the
geo-center or center of the earth’s mass. This would suggest a problem with centering
the orbit for CryoSat-2, which cannot be due to the Earth gravity model used but rather
to a geometric offset introduced by the tracking data. On the other hand, a z-shift in the
center of mass of the earth would not contribute to crossover differences between ascending
and descending passes: the location of the crossovers might be changed, but it would not
matter from what direction one would pass this new location [40]. Another explanation
was sought in the fact that the orbit is not completely frozen, but this is taken care of
by the precise orbit determination. What does has an influence on differences between
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ascending and descending passes is a timing or datation bias: together with the orbital rate,
a timing bias would generate a pseudo- (erroneous) elevation, different for the ascending
and descending passes. This has been reported in [4], albeit for Baseline-B, for which
the timing bias was smaller and less of an influence on the data. Through transponder
calibration, the timing issue should have been dealt with in Baseline-C [18], so we refer
back to Section 3.1, Figure 10, where a timing bias of +0.367 ms was determined. As we
report on Baseline-C data as they are provided by ESA, we did not apply (remove) this
timing bias from the GOP Baseline-C dataset for our analyses (and we also did not apply
the found range bias either); we merely report on it. But, if we apply the found timing bias,
we obtain the result in Figure 19. Comparing this result with the top panel of Figure 18,
we see that the north–south pattern has completely disappeared, and we conclude that we
found the wrongdoer in the form of the datation misfit. As this ascending/descending bias
problem seemed solved, no further investigation was needed.

Figure 18. Top left: GOP CryoSat-2 ascending–descending SLA (range bias) for the Jason-2 period;
top right: the same for the Jason-3 period. Bottom left: GOP CryoSat-2 ascending–descending SWH
bias for the Jason-3 period; bottom right: the Jason-2 ascending–descending SLA (range) bias for the
Jason-2/Jason-3 (overlapping) period.

Figure 19. Left panel: GOP CryoSat-2 ascending–descending SLA (range bias) with timing bias of
0.367 ms removed for the Jason-2 period; right panel: the same but now for the Jason-3 period.
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In summary, concerning biases, we state that from the SAR-LRM bias of approximately
1.4 cm, on average, about 0.8 to 0.9 cm can be explained from the ascending–descending
bias (in the global distribution one can see that there are more SAR data in the Southern
Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere). The remaining 0.5 to 0.6 cm bias comes
from the SSB SAR-LRM bias, which in turn comes from the SAR-LRM bias in the significant
wave height of around 10.5 cm, and the latter can be considered a ‘retracker’ bias, or at
least a bias in the SWH generation in one of the two different retrackers (SAR vs. LRM).

3.3. Cryosat-2 vs. Tide Gauges

As explained in Section 2.4, we selected 309 PSMSL tide gauge stations that survived
our outlier detection requirements and analyzed the statistics of the differences in GOP
CryoSat-2 (CG) SLA with the sea level data at the tide gauges. Alongside this, we carried
out the same analysis for our reference mission series Jason-2/Jason-3 (REF) and checked
the differences with the same set of tide gauges. Figure 20 provides the map with the
309 locations of the selected set of tide gauges (light-blue place markers). Ahead of the
actual results, the light-green place markers indicate the best six solutions on the basis
of correlation.

Figure 20. Selected tide gauge locations (309 stations) for the comparison study based on data
availability and edit criteria. Figure by Google My Maps (https://mymaps.google.com, accessed on
23 October 2023 ).

For GOP CryoSat-2, this statistical analysis resulted in a mean correlation of R = 0.82,
a mean standard deviation of σ = 5.7 cm, and mean tilt of the CG−TG difference of
0.17 mm/yr, which nicely fits within the 0.24 mm/yr and −0.10 mm/yr drift values with
respect to Jason-2 and Jason-3 found before in Section 3.1. Basically, we can already draw
the conclusion that the CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C product is extremely stable (note that we
analyze the difference between tide gauge and altimetric sea level, so any ’natural’ sea level
rise would be seen by both and cancel out). It is hard to tell exactly where a remaining rate
between the tide gauges and altimetric sea level could come from, but it could of course
be (partly) due to local vertical land motion. On top of that, one has to realize that the
averaged global MSL rate has a ±0.4 mm/yr uncertainty [41].

For the reference missions REF, we found a mean correlation of R = 0.84, a mean stan-
dard deviation of σ = 4.9 cm, and a mean tilt of the difference of −0.11 mm/yr (REF−TG).
Table 5 summarizes the results. The average difference in common bias removed (CG−REF)
amounts to−1.7 cm, which is not the same value as we found as the range bias in Section 3.1;
remember that the crossover analysis is global and covers many more data points, whereas
our tide gauge stations are sparse and not evenly distributed but rather close to land
and islands, so the average common bias is not a global average and cannot be used as a
‘range bias’.

https://mymaps.google.com
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Table 5. Summary of GOP CryoSat-2 (CG) and Jason-2–Jason-3 (REF) comparison with PSMSL tide
gauges (TG) for 309 selected tide gauge stations during the period from 2010 up to and including 2021.

Correlation [-] St. Dev. [cm] Tilt [mm/yr]

CG − TG 0.82 5.7 0.17
REF − TG 0.84 4.9 −0.11

mean GIA −0.27

In Figure 21, we plotted the six best GOP CryoSat-2 and Jason-2/Jason-3 (REF) tide
gauge comparisons (light-green place markers in Figure 20). The individual statistics for
the 309 tide gauges can be found in Table S1 of the Supplementary Materials. Checking
in detail the differences in how both GOP CryoSat-2 and Jason-2/Jason-3 follow the tide
gauge data, we conclude that Jason-2/Jason-3 outperforms the CrySat-2 GOP Baseline-C
product, as expected, because of REF’s better temporal resolution (10-day repeat cycles vs.
30-day drifting cycles), but that the differences are so small that GOP can be classified to be
on par with the reference missions.

Figure 21. Sea level data comparisons: PSMSL tide gauges with GOP (CG) and Jason-2/Jason-3 (REF)
for the 6 best GOP results on the basis of correlation.
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3.3.1. Drift after 2022

In order to be able to conclude whether the CryoSat-2 GOP data are drifting away from
the reference, as was suggested in Section 3.1 on the basis of a drifting GOP with respect to
Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B, we extended the tide gauge comparison beyond 2021 (up to
2023) for our six best solutions. The results are given in Figure 22. Next to the CryoSat-2
GOP (CG) comparison with the tide gauges, we also added the tide gauge comparison
with CryoSat-2 RADS (C2), with the sequence of Jason-2, Jason-3, and Sentinel-6A (REF),
as well as with Sentinel-3B (3B). The reference mission (REF) was previously defined as
the sequence Jason-2–Jason-3, but it has been extended with Sentinel-6A (all following the
original TOPEX cycles). For this, we applied a −1.1 cm bias, which was found with the
’help’ of GOP CryoSat-2, as discussed previously in Section 3.1. Clearly, in Figure 22, we
find no evidence for GOP drifting away from the tide gauges, nor for RADS CryoSat-2,
nor for REF. Oppositely, this is also not obvious from the Sentinel-3B result. It is stressed,
however, that, in our tide gauges comparison, we are looking at the cm level, whereas in
the plot of the time evolution of SLA range bias (Figure 10), we are looking at the mm level.
Meanwhile, referring back to Section 3.1, we found the cause for the alleged deterioration
of GOP with respect to Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B after 2022, i.e., jumps in the SWH
crossover differences in Sentinel-3A and 3B, leading to jumps in the sea state bias and
consequently jumps in the sea level anomaly. Suffice it to say that GOP is so stable that
it actually can be adopted as a reference to other missions (remember, we used the XO
comparison of GOP with respect to Sentinel-6A to adjust the bias of Sentinel-6A to get
it perfectly aligned with the Jason-2–Jason-3 sequence). The GOP CryoSat-2 tide gauge
comparison falls short a bit though, like the REF result, when we analyze Sentinel-3B: on
numerous occasions, the correlation with the tide gauge is better, as the standard deviation
std is smaller, apparently making Sentinel-3B better-suited for tide gauge comparisons.
When every operational mission is sufficiently calibrated and validated, the combination of
concurrent satellites will obviously give the best sea level results, and CryoSat-2 has proven
to be a worthy companion in this operational mix.

Figure 22. Cont.
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Figure 22. Sea level data comparisons extended after 2021: six best-performing (on the basis of
correlation) PSMSL tide gauges (TG) with GOP CryoSat-2 (CG), with Jason-2/Jason-3/Sentinel-6A
(REF), with RADS CryoSat-2 (C2), and with Sentinel-3B (3B).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this section, we highlight all our important findings from Section 3 dealing with
the long-term ocean data analysis and validation of CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C data. We
learned that more than 12 years worth of CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C data compare very
well with the data from Jason-2 and Jason-3, our established reference missions during the
lion’s share of the CryoSat-2 Baseline-C period, and are very well suited for oceanographic
applications. They also compare well with Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, RADS CryoSat-
2, and Sentinel-6A, the other concurrent altimeter missions. And the CryoSat mission is still
going strong, showing no deterioration, though it is good to know that CryoSat-2 will have
an even better successor mission in the frame of the expansion of the Copernicus Space
Component program of ESA, named the Copernicus polaR Ice and Snow Topography
ALTimeter mission (CRISTAL) [42], which is scheduled for launch in 2027.

The CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C product has a slowly increasing timing error with
an average of +0.367 ms, which could be accounted for but does not have a significant
effect on data stability. Concerning the metadata of the NetCDF product, we stumbled on
frequent erroneous ascending flags, which were dealt with by using the sign of the latitude
difference between the first and last measurements of a pass. Furthermore, GOP Baseline-C
correction parameters exhibit noteworthy deviations with respect to corrections produced
by the RADS tools for pole tide, ocean tide FES2014, GIM ionosphere, and DTU15 mean
sea surface. Patterns indicate either interpolation errors, processing errors, or still different
models or implementations used. We recommend the end-user of Baseline-C data builds
their own sea level anomaly (thus not using ssha) and chooses the ocean tide GOT410 and
the CNES_CLS15 mean sea surface for having the least issues. If one insists on applying
FES2014, we recommend applying FES2014 externally from a trusted source or using the
CryoSat-2 data in RADS instead. This will not change the results presented in this paper
outside their error margins, as we saw in Section 3 that the differences in CryoSat-2 GOP
with CryoSat-2 RADS are marginal. It is important to provide correct (precise) model and
reference in the global attribute “source” and “comment” of any variable in the data, be it
in the GOP or the RADS data, to support detailed analyses by the end-user. Though some
of the corrections exhibit deviations from the RADS-generated corrections, none of them
proved to contribute to the overall observed trends. They are all well under 0.015 mm/yr.
Also, their average contribution to the range bias is below 1 mm.

From our extensive crossover analyses with all concurrent altimeter missions, we
established a range bias of the GOP Baseline-C data of −2.9 cm. This is with respect to the
Jason-2–Jason-3 sequence of reference missions and also when averaged over most of the
other concurrent altimeters. As all altimeters have been put in the TOPEX reference frame
and all (but Sentinel-6A) have a calibrated range bias applied, this Baseline-C range bias is
in fact the range bias with respect to the TOPEX reference ellipsoid and can be regarded as
the absolute bias. We also established no substantial drift (<0.2 mm/yr) in this bias, which
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leads to the conclusion that GOP Baseline-C provides a very stable measurement and, as
such, can measure up to the quality of the reference missions. With this knowledge, we
used CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C data as a reference for the Sentinels, especially Sentinel-6A,
for which in RADS no range bias has been established yet. By doing so, the crossover
analyses comparing GOP Baseline-C with Sentinel-6A data reveal a −1.1 cm absolute
range bias for Sentinel-6A. Applying this bias to Sentinel-6A enables the extension of the
TOPEX–Jason-2–Jason-3 reference sequence to TOPEX–Jason-2–Jason-3–Sentinel-6A, a solid
reference following the original TOPEX tracks for more than 30 years!

The CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C range bias, when separated in SAR mode only and
LRM only, shows a jump of 1.4 cm, which for one part is due to an SAR-LRM bias in the
sea state bias correction of 0.5 cm and, for the other part, to an 0.9 cm range bias between
ascending and descending passes. Upon closer inspection, we discovered that the 0.5 cm
range bias difference between GOP LRM and SAR comes from a substantial SAR-LRM
bias difference in the significant wave height of 10.5 cm. Knowing that the sea state bias
correction has not been optimized/tailored for CryoSat-2 GOP, the sea state bias model
will not resolve any significant wave height bias issue, which will get through to the sea
level anomaly. Back to the Baseline-C range bias in the difference between ascending and
descending passes: it shows a very clear one-degree zonal-banded north–south pattern,
which we found to be due to a datation bias in the orbital position of CryoSat. Performing
the ascending and descending comparison through crossovers with the reference mission
Jason-2 and Jason-3, we were able to clearly visualize this geographic pattern. When
ascending and descending passes are combined, this pattern obviously diminishes, but
another (less prominent) pattern remains in the east–west direction, which we believe must
be due to an issue with the pole tide. The north–south pattern totally vanishes when we
apply the found +0.367 ms timing bias.

From our in situ comparisons between CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C and the selected set
of 309 PSMSL tide gauges that met our quality requirements and span the period 2010–2022,
we derived a correlation of R = 0.82 and a mean standard deviation σ = 5.7 cm between the
altimetric sea level and that from the tide gauges, having removed a common reference/bias
and applied the GIA according to Peltier’s ICE-5G 1.3 ice model. Zooming into the bias
evolution over time, on average, we can state that CryoSat-2 GOP Baseline-C has a drift
of 0.17 mm/yr with respect to the tide gauge data. Again, as already became clear from
the crossover analyses with the other altimeter missions, this insignificant drift indicates a
very stable measurement in terms of reference frame drift. This is definitely on par with
the reference missions Jason-2–Jason-3 (REF), which showed a correlation of R = 0.84, an sd
of σ = 4.9 cm, and a drift in the difference of −0.11 mm/yr with respect to the same set of
tide gauge stations. Both values, in an absolute sense, for Baseline-C and REF, fall within
the 0.4 mm/yr accuracy of current altimeter missions. We therefore conclude that GOP
Baseline-C has no apparent drift with respect to tide gauge sea level. Also, after 2022, no
drift was spotted when we investigated an extended time period responding to an alleged
deterioration of CryoSat-2, which appeared to be coming from Sentinel-3A and 3B instead.

We would like to end this discussion with our final words on the CryoSat-2 GOP
Baseline-C data. Baseline-C data’s quality, continuity, and reference are exceptionally good
and stable over time, and no proof of any deterioration or platform aging has been found
thus far. Any improvements for successor Baselines should come from implementing
the results from this study, an optimization of the sea state bias, rigorously checking the
implementation of current and future correction models, like the ionosphere, pole tide, and
ocean tide correction, and removing any residual datation errors (timing bias), residual
range errors, and mispointing angle biases.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs15225420/s1, Figure S1: Mean backscatter (σ0) crossover differences
between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent altimeter missions RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2, Jason-3,
Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A.; Figure S2: Mean sea state bias (SSB) crossover
differences between GOP CryoSat-2 and the concurrent altimeter missions RADS CryoSat-2, Jason-2,
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Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, SARAL, and Sentinel-6A; Table S1: Statistics comparing PSMSL tide
gauges with GOP CryoSat-2 (index ’cg’) and Jason-2/Jason-3 (index ’ref’). Given are station name,
location, correlation R, standard deviation σ, slope y′ between tide gauge and altimeter data, and
GIA correction.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CCI Climate Change Initiative
CG CryoSat-2 GOP
CLS Collecte Localisation Satellites
CNES Centre National d’Études Spatiales
COP CryoSat Ocean Processor
CRISTAL Copernicus polaR Ice and Snow Topography ALTimeter
DAC Dynamic Atmospheric Correction
DORIS Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ECV Essential Climate Variable
EUMETSAT EUropean organisation for the exploitation of METeorological SATellites
ESA European Space Agency
FES2014 Finite Element Solution 2014 version
GDR Geophysical Data Records aka POD standard
GIA Glacial Isostatic Adjustment
GIM Global Ionospheric Map
GMT Generic Mapping Tools
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GOP Geophysical Ocean Products
GOT410 Goddard Ocean Tide 4.10 version
IDS International DORIS Service
ILRS International Laser Ranging Service
IPF Instrument Processing Facilities
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)

ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int
ftp://science-pds.cryosat.esa.int
https://github.com/remkos/rads
https://psmsl.org
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LASER Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
LRM Low-Resolution Mode
LTA Long-Term Archive)
MSL Mean Sea Level
NetCDF Network Common Data Form
NOAA National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NOC National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK
OFFL Offline Systematic Processing
PDS Processing and Dissemination Service
POD Precise Orbit Determination
PSMSL Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level
RADS Radar Altimeter Database System
REF Altimeter REFerence missions
RLR Revised Local Reference
SALP Service d’Altimetrie et Localisation Precise
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SARAL Satellite with ARgos and ALtiKa
SIN SAR INterferometric aka SARIn
SIRAL SAR Interferometric Radar Altimeter
SLA Sea Level Anomaly
SLR Satellite LASER Ranging
SSB Sea State Bias
SWH Significant Wave Height
TEC Total Electron Content
TG Tide Gauge
WIND Wind speed
XO Crossover
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